Activity guide to introduce
growth mindset to your child
1. Personalize even more the character
Invite your child to write their name on the printable. You can also personalize the child in the
poster even more by adding glasses (if the child has some), adding hair accessories, etc… Be
crea>ve!

2. Check the bubbles
Show the printable to your child and read the bubbles together. Think about a ;me when your
child prac;ced a growth mindset, then check the bubbles they already prac>ced in the past.
•

Example: “Let’s think about a 2me when you worked really hard on something. Do you remember
when you built a fort and it collapsed? What did you do? You tried again and worked hard to make
it stand, and you succeeded! You already proved that you can improve by working hard! Let’s check
this bubble!”

•

If all the bubbles are not checked, that’s great! During the next few days, help your child ﬁnd
when they adopted a growth mindset and encourage them to do it even more!

3. Complete the empty bubble
Pick an aﬃrma;on that inspires you and copy it in the empty bubble. Here are some ideas
- Mistakes are a chance to learn
- I strive to do my best

-

I can grow my brain by learning new things
I can do hard things
I can learn by trying over and over
Several solu2ons might resolve a problem
If I can’t do it YET, and I can try again
New challenges are a chance to learn

-

I will persist and try again
I am open to new ideas
I will try new things today!
Keep trying! Keep learning!
I can make a diﬀerence
I will help others today!

4. Add mindset discussions to your rou;ne! No;ce it, model it and talk about it!
•

Example of conversa0on starter: « What did you learn today? », « What challenge did you face? »,
« Is there something you could have improved? », « What mistake did you make? »,

•

Example of modeling: « Today I tried working on a new subject at work that I didn’t know. I asked
some colleagues to help me. Now I’m excited to learn even more! »
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About Canoli Kids - Personalized Magazines for 3+
Canoli Kids makes highly personalized and beau;fully illustrated magazines about human values
and the wonders of the natural world.
Personalize the characters so that they look like two children of your choice and go by their
names. Then watch them giggle and immerse themselves in the story! Each magazine includes
ideas for discussions and play to further explore the topic and deepen this unique reading
experience with your child.
Try it Now!

Give a special gift to your kids and save $3 on any Canoli Kids order
Discount code: ldt$3oﬀ
(Valid through end of March 2020)

What LiNle Dragon experts say:
“Each story is beau>fully illustrated and told, with posi>ve messages and lots of educa>onal
content introduced in an engaging and fun way. If you want a screen-free, connec>on
boos>ng ac>vity I highly recommend Canoli Kids! - Aki Raymer, Early Childhood and Founder
of Paren2ng Paths
“As a teacher, I insist on the pleasure of reading and the importance of oﬀering rich and
adapted literature. Canoli Kids is one of those easy, aﬀordable and above all educa>onal
giRs that parents and teachers love! […] Because he is the hero of the story, he wants to
read and reread the same magazine and wait for the next one.” – Estelle Sabart, Preschool
Teacher
“Canoli Kids oﬀers parents a fun and unique opportunity to get their children excited about
reading! With Canoli Kids, the stories are personalized making reading together more
special than ever before. There is no doubt kids will love to hear and read about themselves
in the stories, eager to listen to their new adventures month aRer month.” – Annick Tumolo,
Speech Language Pathologist, MS CCC-SLP
www.littledragontoys.com

